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‘Some sprytuall matter of gostly edyfycacion’: Readers and Readings of Nicholas Love’s Mirror of the Blessed Life of Jesus Christ
A history of reading must not limit itself to the genealogy of our own contemporary manner of reading, in silence and using only our eyes; it must also (and perhaps above all) take on the task of retracing forgotten gestures and habits that have not existed for some time​[1]​

Structuring the Lay Reading Experience in Love’s Mirror
As it approaches its climactic moment, Nicholas Love’s Mirror of the Blessed Life of Jesus Christ promises to bring about a profound change in its ideal reader, who will undergo a spiritual transformation through his or her deeply affective contemplation of the Passion:
For to him þat wolde serche þe passion of oure lorde with alle his herte & alle his inwarde affeccione þere shuld come many deuout felynges & stirynges þat he neuer supposede before. þorh þe which he shold perceyue him self turnede as it were in to a newe astate of soule[.] ​[2]​ 
Some readers of the Mirror, such as the person whose tears have apparently dripped onto the account of the Passion on the paper leaves of University of Illinois MS 65, might be said to have truly experienced ‘sorouful compassion þorh feruent inwarde affection of þe peynful passion of Jesu’​[3]​, one of a number of ‘deuout felynges and stirynges’​[4]​ the Mirror is designed to provoke in its readership at this point in the text. The reaction of the tearful reader of Illinois MS 65 (whose response finds recent echoes in the often wet-cheeked audiences of Mel Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ [2004]​[5]​) may indicate a reader fully committed to reaching the ecstasy of sorrow Love’s text here aims to provoke, and therefore to achieve the ‘newe astate of soule’​[6]​ promised to those who meditate deeply on this climactic moment from the life of Christ. 
We should keep in mind, however, that Love’s book is so much more than a mere Passion text, or only an exercise in affective piety. Meditation is not only put in the service of inspiring transformative emotive response, but is deployed as part of multifarious strategies for the spiritual edification of the author’s imagined audience. Intriguingly, some meditative aspects of the Meditationes vitae Christi (hereafter MVC) are deliberately muted in the Carthusian’s translation. Love states at the end of the fourteenth chapter that he will limit his source text’s tendency for regular meditative reflection:
Bot for als miche as hit were longe werke & perauenture tediose boþe to þe rederes and hereres hereof, if alle þe processe of þe blessed life of Jesus shold be wryten in englishe so fully by meditaciones as it is hidereto, after þe processe of the boke nemede of Bonauenture […] þerfore here aftur many chapitres & longe processe þat seme[þ] litel edificacion inne as to þe maner of simple folk þat þis boke is specialy written to, shal be lafte vnto it drawe to the passion, þe whiche with þe grace of Jesu, shale be more pleynly continuede, as þe matere þat is most needful & most edifying.​[7]​
Love here admits his text will continue with less recourse to ‘meditaciones’ than his source the Meditationes vitae Christi  (hereafter MVC) until he gets to the Passion, explaining, somewhat unsatisfactorily, that the pseudo-Bonaventuran ‘processe’ of oft-repeated meditation is unsuited to the devotional needs of the ‘simple folk’ he is primarily addressing. He fails to acknowledge that he has been suppressing and reworking meditative passages in the MVC from the very opening chapters of his text, sometimes omitting scenes entirely, or subtly altering them in ways that suggest that Love either understood the affects and theological implications of meditation differently from the author of the MVC, or considered that his meditations needed to be altered in order to be fit for a ‘simple’ readership.​[8]​ 
If Love’s text is not only, or perhaps even primarily, a meditative text in the affective mould, then how should we understand this work, and what other devotional practices was the text designed to sponsor? On its most basic level, it is an account of the Life of Christ and Mary, paralleling the gospel treatments, whilst taking into account extra-biblical materials. The author, no doubt with the potential for Wycliffite critiques of his project in mind, defensively records St John’s statement that ‘alle þo þinges þat Jesus dide, bene not written in þe Gospelle’.​[9]​ This is not to say that the author explicitly understood his book as a work to rival the Wycliffite Bible– that his work was intended, in Nicholas Watson’s terms, ‘to provide the substitute of devout meditation for the increasingly widespread (and by now suspect) lay practice of Bible study’.​[10]​ After all, Love even assumes that his readership could consult the Bible, and refers to it as a book that might be in proximity to his own work. Excusing his brevity on Christ and the woman Samaritan, he writes, ‘we passen ouer at þis tyme, for als miche as it is opun & pleynly writen in þe gospel of Jon’.​[11]​ Given his repeated characterisations of his audience as ‘simple’, it may even be that the author of the Mirror believed that some readers of his book would have access to an English translated Bible– the Wycliffite Bible, which found audiences beyond a hardcore of Lollard adherents, and circulated specifically among the sort of magnate and gentry clientele directly targeted by Love as an audience for the Mirror.​[12]​ 
The Mirror encompasses the Life of Christ and Mary from the decision in heaven that Christ should save humanity (the so-called ‘Four Daughters of God’ episode) to Christ’s Ascension and the Pentecost. In the telling of this story however, Love uses the matter to serve a number of other didactic, pastoral and theologico-political aims; his work, famously, is a defence of the elements of sacramental religion that the author perceived to be threatened by Lollardy, and provides a dedicated ‘Treatise on the Sacrament’, a celebration and defence of the Sacrament of the Eucharist that was not in Love’s main source text, and was probably an addition to Love’s original schema for the work. The Mirror is also a work of pastoralia, a text that recommends and explains the utility of the fundamental prayers for lay Christians, the Ave Maria and Pater Noster, and in some respects, as I will discuss further below, Love’s entire meditative programme might be understood as providing a new form of pastoral learning for the spiritually ambitious laity. Furthermore, Love’s text may have been intended and used as an introductory step to would-be practitioners of the mixed life, with advice on contemplative practice, solitary religious activity and directions on the books to be read by those who wish to pursue their spiritual ambitions beyond the purview of the Mirror. Most ambitiously from the perspective of the author, the Mirror is a didactic handbook structuring devotional and meditative practice, a book that might provide repeatable lessons and meditations for varied pious readerships, and that might stand at the core of his readers’ devotional regimens.​[13]​ In all this the Mirror should be counted among those books that have been described by Nicole Rice as ‘lay spiritual rules’, religious handbooks including Book to a Mother, Abbey of the Holy Ghost and the associated Charter of the Abbey of the Holy Ghost. These were texts that in some respects rendered the regulations and devotional programmes that governed the encloistered religious into schemata suited for guiding spiritually ambitious lay communities, even as they fulfilled other devotional functions. As Rice notes, such books often used the Gospel story in order to ground conventions for lay-religious living:
In these lay spiritual rules, Christ’s life and Passion loom large […] meditations on Christ’s life are translated into rules for lay readers to follow. These texts channel readers’ ambitions into self-regulatory programs that combine the performance of active virtue with controlled contemplative practice, in order to produce the maximum spiritual capital.​[14]​
Love’s text is peppered with various forms of ‘regulatory’ didacticism, including many examples that represent expansions of and alterations to the MVC. The author’s directions to his readership range in scope from responses to Lollard anti-sacramental polemic, the ubiquitous exemplary use of Christ and Mary to inspire imitatio, instruction in appropriate religious practice, such as Love’s complaint against the fashion for extemporized ‘priuate praieres’ (advising instead for the efficacy of the Pater Noster, as long as ‘it be seide treuly with deuocion’​[15]​), to instructions on eating and general deportment for spiritually ambitious laypeople living within the secular world.
The configuration of the text compounds the idea that the Mirror was originally written to regiment its readers’ devotional practices in emulation of those associated with the professional religious. Love initially attempts to control the terms of the reader’s access to his text, to circumvent experimental or haphazard use as far as is possible. Following from his Franciscan source, Love’s work is rigidly structured in a manner that offers to lead the reader into a particular arrangement of devotional reading and meditation. The text is divided into a hebdomadal structure (discounting the ‘Treatise on the Sacrament’), with the seven sections corresponding to the days of the week from Monday to Sunday: 
 And for als mich as þis boke is dyuydet & departet in vij parties, after vij dayes of þe wike, euery day on partie or sume þerof to be hade in contemplacion of hem þat þerto hauen desire & deuocion. þerfore at þe Moneday as þe first werke day of þe wike, bygynneth þis gostly werke[.]​[16]​
Love invites an audience he initially describes as being spiritual neophytes, ‘simple soules’, to engage in daily meditation, utilising his text by reading, and meditating upon its subject matter, as a means to spiritual self-improvement. The Mirror in some respects promises something of the spiritual life in the Carthusian Charterhouse, where each monk led a life of solitary prayers and devotions, in contrast to living a life, as in other orders, dominated by the communal celebration of the canonical hours.​[17]​ It might be said that the Mirror offered a lay version of Carthusian devotional practice in the same way that Books of Hours aped more conventional monastic ministrations.​[18]​ Instead of a devotional regime predicated on prayers, the reader committed to observing the programme outlined by Nicholas Love will structure her spiritual life upon daily meditations, ‘deuoute ymaginacioun’ in the author’s parlance, albeit heavily framed within layers of guidance in other devotional practices. It seems generally true, as Carol Meale has argued, that the success of the Mirror was connected to ‘the vogue amongst the nobility for the rigorous spirituality of the Carthusians’ and that early owners of the work were thus aiming in part, to emulate the spiritual excellence of the Order.​[19]​ One of Nicholas Love’s aims in writing his book was to fulfil this demand, and, concomitantly, to cement newly-founded Mount Grace’s relationship with its powerful and pious benefactors.​[20]​
Immediately following the author’s directions he goes on to offer an alternative and less rigorous model for reading his text– this time advising his audience that they might read the Mirror against the religious calendar, ‘it longeþ to the tymes of þe ȝere’​[21]​, giving the example, ‘in aduent to rede & deuoutly haue in mynde fro þe bigynnyng in to þe natiuite of oure lorde Jesu, & þere of after in þat holy feste of Cristenmesse’.​[22]​  The hebdomadal structure of daily meditations adopted from the MVC and reading in accordance with the liturgical cycle were thus the dominant systems the author initially imagined as patterning access to his text. And yet, at the very end of the author’s seven day cycle, the author, finally, and somewhat grudgingly appears to have abandoned the text’s hebdomadal reading prescription, signalling Love’s realisation that readers would structure their readings after their own fashions and needs. In a passage Michael Sargent has dubbed the ‘explicit paragraph’, coming at the very rear of the Sunday section, Love writes​[23]​:
[…] þerfore it semeþ not conuenient to folowe þe processe þerof by the dayes of þe wike after þe intent of þe forseide Bonauentur, for it were to tediouse as me þinkeþ, & also it shulde so sone be fulsome & not in confortable deynteþ by cause of þe freelte of mankynde þat haþ lykynge to here & knowe newe þinges […] Wherefore it semeþ to me beste þat euery deuout creature þat loueþ to rede or [to] here þis boke , take þe partes þerof as it semeþ moste confortable & stirynge to his deuocion, sumtyme one & sumtyme an oþere,  specialy in þe tymes of þe ȝere.​[24]​
Since the author had periodically reinforced the idea of daily devotions throughout his text this statement arrives unexpectedly– Sargent argues that the change may have been precipitated by the author’s addition of the ‘Treatise on the Sacrament’ at the rear of his original text, a section that disrupts the text’s archetypal hebdomadal structure and that retains obvious festal applications. Sargent’s understanding for the chronology of the Mirror’s composition is convincing, but the author’s barbed reference to ‘þe freelte of mankynde’ suggests further reasons for the expectation that readers will discard the process of daily reading and meditation. The passage reveals that the author, here writing at a late stage in the genesis of his text, has decided that his ambitious programme of daily meditations might ‘sone be fulsome’, that is, quickly seem excessive, or overly rigorous and repetitive to his lay readership, who will instead require fresh textual stimuli, since they ‘haþ lykynge to here & knowe newe þinges’. The problem lies not in the hebdomadal reading scheme, but in an audience lacking the discipline to engage fully in the regimen provided by the Mirror. It is even possible that the passage reflects a point at which the text was being repurposed by the author from use by enclosed religious neophytes such as Carthusian novices, to serve the devotional needs of lay audiences.​[25]​ It also may be that the text had already achieved some limited circulation among lay audiences, and that the author is responding to actual patterns of use for his text among a lay coterie readership, who may have directly complained to the author of the unreasonable repetitiveness of the devotional programme set by the Mirror. 
	Love’s understanding of how his text will be read begs further questions. Although the author addresses readers, he also repeatedly acknowledges hearers for his work, and thus communal reception contexts. As we shall see, Love’s text was certainly used among assemblages, and yet it might seem counter-intuitive to think of a text rooted in interiority in terms of its utility within such communal settings. After all, this is a mode of textual engagement described by Andrew Taylor as ‘dependant on isolation…involving the ability to dwell in sustained reverie on a text’.​[26]​ In such public contexts the internal act of ‘devout imagination’ might not necessarily take place (I will explain below why I think this was generally the case), but the meditative cues could nevertheless be absorbed and reflected upon after the hearing. The ‘meditations’ in Love’s text, of course, are spurs to meditation, textual stimuli to inspire devout contemplation, which can only take place before the inner eye of the reader/meditator. According to Love actual meditation should not happen concurrently with reading the textual passages the Mirror describes as ‘meditations’, wherein the author sets the scene and provides the prompts, props, and characters for imaginative reflection by his audience. Ideally, the audience will subsequently convert the textual matter into an active inner-tableau on which they focus their attention utterly, to the point that it is as if the soul of the reader becomes in attendance at the imagined scene, in the presence of corporeal beings from the Gospels who may be immediately sensed, be heard, and seen with paradoxically closed eyes, ‘as þei þou herdest hem with þi bodily eres, or sey þaim with þin eyen don’.​[27]​ The ‘processe’ of meditation should be understood as taking place during a pause from reading, for reading the Mirror is only one element in a two-fold devotional practice of reading and meditating, as hinted at in Love’s advice for festal use of his book, cited above, where his audience are required ‘to rede’ and ‘deuoutly haue in mynde’. Reading and devoutly imagining are not the same thing and apparently do not happen concurrently. The binary method of reading (or hearing religious writing) and subsequently thinking upon the absorbed text is analogous with the first two stages of the ‘monastic triad’​[28]​ of contemplation on the Bible, wherein reading and subsequent meditation upon the scriptural passage leads to prayer. Vincent Gillespie has discussed how that process is enumerated by writers including one of the fathers of the Carthusian vocation, Guigo II, in whose Scala the first three rungs on the ladder are reading, meditation, and prayer. The design of the ‘triad’ is translated in vernacular works including the Cloud of Unknowing, wherein the probably Carthusian author records the suitability of the three-stage process for the contemplative neophyte, ‘menes ther ben in whiche a contemplatiif prentys schuld be ocupyed […] Lesson, Meditacion, & Oryson. Or elles to thin vnderstondyng thei mowe be clepid: Redyng, þinkyng and Preiing’.​[29]​ In Nicholas Love’s text reading (or hearing) also necessarily precipitates meditation, but whereas meditation might be employed in an intellectual capacity in the ‘monastic triad’ (and thus be synonymous with cogitatio), the ‘gostly chewing in […] þe gospel of crist’​[30]​ which Love’s audience participates in curtails the hermeneutic agency of the meditator, who is provided with the meat of the scripture pre-masticated by pseudo-Bonaventure and the Carthusian author/translator. The ‘sadde mete of grete clargye’ has already been converted into a soupy ‘mylke of lyȝt doctryne’ for Love’s infantalized readership.​[31]​ Meditatio thus becomes a matter for emotional and/or imitative response, as opposed to even the most basic hermeneutic cogitatio of scriptural material by the reader or hearer.		
The saline drops exuded onto Illinois MS 65 may provide a clue to the two-part devotional method invoked by the Mirror.​[32]​ A copy of the Mirror might remain in a reader’s hands as she immerses herself in the Gospel vision, but at such moments the person is no longer a reader, but theoretically at least, has moved on from internalizing text, now becoming witness to imaginatively constructed events in the lives of the holy family. Reading precipitates meditation. It is likely that the fluid that fell on the Illinois MS was collected on the pages by the weeping meditator, who deliberately anointed the book with divinely inspired tears. In a normal reading position tears should run down the cheeks with little chance of reaching a book that would normally be slightly in front of the person, and even if the book was held against the reader’s body high on the chest with head bowed (a common position adopted by readers in late medieval illustrations), it seems unlikely that tears would drop high on the pages of the book, as they have done on the Illinois MS; in this case the book was probably not being actively read as the drops fell onto its leaves, but instead had become a ritual object, an apt receptacle for the cleansing penitential tears shed during meditation.​[33]​
	For the communal hearer of Love’s ‘meditations’ who cannot pause to invite the reverie of passionate reflection described in the Mirror, it must thus be that the author’s prompts for contemplation are to be memorized, and recalled later. This was not necessarily due to the need for privacy for such activity, and as Andrew Taylor argues, even in private chambers in royal, noble, or gentry households, ‘[t]here was no clear separation between the public and private realms’, where servants and attendants might gather.​[34]​ According to the Middle English translation of her life, Mary of Oignies’ contemplation of the Passion resulted in streams of tears in public arenas, drenching the church floor, ‘hir teerys copiously doune rennynge on þe kirkepaumente’.​[35]​ The more practical reason for deferring the act of contemplation was because the deep immersion of the mind of the meditator within the religious scene, ‘affectuesly, bisily, auisily & perseuerantly and not passing liȝtly’,​[36]​ would require more time than that which could be afforded during a reading of the text, in which a hearing of Love’s ‘meditation’ might last only a few minutes. 
Another English pseudo-Bonaventuran translation, the Meditations on the Supper of Our Lord and Hours of the Passion, appears to confirm that preparation for meditation, lessons in affective devotion, rather than the contemplative act itself, might take place in communal contexts. The Meditations on the Supper, uniquely among pseudo-Bonaventuran texts, addresses a ‘congregacyun’ in its prologue, situating itself as a work from a learned author to a listening lay audience:
Y wyl þe lere a medytacyun
Compyled of crystys passyun ;
And of hys moder, þat ys dere
What peynes þey suffred þou mayst lere.​[37]​
The Meditations on the Supper is thus constructed as a pedagogic work– educating a collective audience in affective consideration of the Passion and the pain of Mary. In some respects this text should be understood as expanding the syllabus for lay pastoral instruction from an education in the basic tenets of Christian belief (the Decalogue, Deadly Sins, Pater Noster, Ave Maria etc.), to training in basic contemplation;​[38]​ the audience will ‘lere’ the methods and matters appropriate to such contemplation within the lay assembly (perhaps within the parish church), but the meditative practice itself must presumably take place elsewhere, with the meditator activating the memorized store of scenes from Christ’s Passion for devotional reflection. 
	It is perhaps most appropriate to see Love’s text as such an extension to pastoral education, and also to understand the Carthusian prior’s text, akin to much catechetical learning, as serving disciplinary, penitential functions. Whereas the Latin original and most Middle English translations understand the spiritually transformative effects of meditation on Christ in a manner that is seemingly miraculous, and certainly mysterious, Love’s additions to his source suggest a more pragmatic understanding of this ‘processe’. As is mentioned above, the Carthusian rarely uses the established Middle English locution for meditation on Christ, where the meditator is described as visualising scenes with  ‘eyen of the soule’; Love instead prefers the term, ‘devout imagination’, and as Michelle Karnes has argued, imagination in the Mirror is stripped of the spiritual power it held for authors of cognate meditative literature such as Bonaventure, the author of the Stimulus Amoris and Ludolph of Saxony.​[39]​ For such authors Karnes argues, ‘imagination traverses the very boundary between the fictive and true’​[40]​– contemplation of Christ creates a spiritually transformative connection with the divine that is absolutely real. A vision seen through the eyes of the soul, whilst not necessarily playing out veridical scriptural history, yet might witness something divinely sponsored, and with concomitant spiritual benefits. The imagination for Love, instead appears to be conjuring what might be described as ‘pious fictions’, devotional exercises that, whilst not forging a mystical connection with the Godhead, are nevertheless beneficial to the participant because of their regulatory effects. A clue to Love’s own pedestrian understanding of lay meditative devotion can be found in chapter thirty-five of The Cloud of Unknowing, where the author also outlines the ‘triad’ of reading, meditation and prayer discussed above. In this chapter, the author outlines the effects of meditation in a manner identical to Nicholas Love, and that precisely traces the ideological lines of the later Carthusian’s translation of meditatio:
Goddes worde, outher wretyn or spokyn, is licnid to a mirour. Goostly, the ighe of thi soule is thi reson; thi concience is thi visage goostly. And right as thou seest that yif a foule spot be in thi bodily visage, the ighe of the same visage may not see that spotte, ne wite wher it is, withoutyn a myrour or a teching of another than itself: right so it is goostly. Withouten redyng or heryng of Godes worde, it is inpossible to mans understondyng that a soule that is bleendid in custom of synne schuld see the foule spot in his concyence… And so folowyng, whan a man seeth in a bodily or goostly myrour, or wote by other mens techyng, wheraneintes the foule spot is on his visage, outher bodily or goostly, than at erst, and none er, he rennith to the welle to wasche hym. Yif this spot be any specyal synne, than is this welle Holy Chirche, and this water confession, with the circumstaunces. And thus maist thou se that no thinkyng may goodly be getyn in byginners and profiteers withoutyn redyng or heryng coming before[.] ​[41]​

Here we may note that reading (or hearing) is a necessary prelude to meditation, or ‘thinkyng’. The text couches such ‘thinkyng’ essentially in penitential terms, with the word of God acting as a mirror that allows the meditator to engage in self-examination and become aware of the sinful spots that mark the ‘visage goostly’– the individual’s spiritual form. We may note that reading or hearing the word of God enables subsequent efficacious meditation in religious neophytes. Love’s text promises his audience the ability to visualize an image of Christ, ‘in a maner of liknes as þe ymage of a mans face is shewed in þe mirroure’​[42]​, and similarly enables his audience’s self examination through recourse to the contemplation of the unblemished figures of Christ and his mother Mary. Love leads his audience to engage in imaginings of the Holy family not to enable some sort of mystical ascent, but instead to cleanse their souls, to foster compunction, and to in turn facilitate his readers’ use of the redemptive penitential processes advised more generally by Holy Church. 
Readers as Poachers?: Didactic Literature and the Free Reader 
	Thus far this essay has looked at how Love may have been attempting to structure the devotional experience of his readers and hearers. The next sections of this essay will look at a few examples of annotated copies of the Mirror, a small sample that does not pretend to be particularly representative of the text’s transmission circumstances, but that nevertheless allows us to wrestle with important questions about what annotation can reveal about reading practice, and, furthermore, to test whether any patterns of activity emerge from the markings left by readers of Love’s text. The theory of Love’s intentions for his text will be measured against the praxis of real books, produced and read by real people. The sample is thus intended to provide some perspective on how far actual readers of the Mirror may have committed to following strictly the author’s meditative and didactic programmes of spiritual renewal, whether they were reading the book according to his schemata; or if not, what utilities did owners of this book find for his text, and against what, if any, devotional programmes? 
One reader of the Mirror annotated her book in a manner that seems to reveal the improvisational nature of reading activities.​[43]​ The annotator of Manchester, Chetham Library MS 6690, a miscellaneous volume that was possibly made for the use of a religious house, and that retains the vestiges of an original chain which once secured the book in an institutional library, marks a series of readings that occur against events in the chapters dealing with Christ’s adult life and ministry.​[44]​ More precisely, this annotator tends to highlight passages that describe the topography of the Holy Lands, with seven of the fifteen marked passages including information on distances between holy sites, such as the number of miles Christ travels between the river Jordan and Nazareth, and the distance travelled by the heavily pregnant Mary to Bethlehem. 
There are huge epistemological problems in interpreting such vestigial signs of long past encounters with a medieval text, but such signs of reading activity nevertheless beg scholarly engagement, so long as we take care to realise that the immediate tangibility of annotation in a book does not serve to collapse temporal and ideological distance between scholar and late medieval reader. It is perhaps the case that the annotator of the Chetham manuscript added these markings because he or she was drawn by the juxtaposition of concrete measurements against a text describing supernatural events. Another version of such an impulse may be seen in the attraction relics hold for pilgrims– the intangibility of religious mystery, the ineffable, is represented or crystallized within a bone or some other everyday material artefact associated with a miraculous being. Such reflexes to the pseudo-Bonaventuran tradition are common, with annotators regularly noting mundane and quantifiable information such as the length of the cross used in the crucifixion (fifteen feet),​[45]​ or sometimes even add further gobbets of information with a material focus, as did the prolific annotator of the pseudo-Bonaventuran Liber Aureus de Passione Christi in Manchester, John Rylands Library 895, who adds, among many marginal details, that the ointments and spices used to embalm Christ’s body were ‘þe wȝyt [weight] of an c . lb’.​[46]​ In some ways such a pattern of interest, in which readers prioritize a tangible, veridical material history, contrasts with the meditative prescriptions of the pseudo-Bonaventuran tradition already discussed, which prioritises imaginative re-engagement with the gospels.​[47]​ Such details in pseudo-Bonaventure’s text are offered as aids to meditation, prompts to allow better visualisation of the scene, but their truth-value is not intrinsic to the text from the authorial perspective; and thus the Latin MVC and Love’s Mirror can unproblematically offer two accounts of the manner in which Christ is crucified to the meditator. The first describes Christ’s ascent of a ladder, placing himself against the vertical cross– ‘[þ]is is one manner of his crucifiying’ the reader is told following the initial gratuitous exposition; the reader is then informed that there are those who believe that the event happened in a different way, and goes on to furnish the reader with a meditation on the manner of crucifying that accords with this distinct iconographic and religio-literary tradition: ‘[o]þere þere bene þat trowen not þat he was crucifiede in þis manere [,] bot þat first liggyng þe crosse on þe gronde [,] þei nailede him þere vpon […]’. Here, differences in elements of Christian belief, the details of what people ‘trowen’, something that may be dependant on localized customs and iconographic traditions, has no implications for the efficacy of contemplation upon the Passion. Although the pseudo-Bonaventuran tradition is heavily dependant on graphic minutiae to stir the emotions of its audience, correspondence with the fine grain of religious history is unimportant. It is the capacity for such gritty detail, a kind of religio-literary realism to better aid the process of visualization that is key. A similar strategy is utilized in the Zardino de Oration, an 'Italian handbook on prayer for young girls' dating to 1454.​[48]​ In this text the girls are to prepare for meditation on the Passion by imposing a familiar urban topography onto Jerusalem, with the girls asked to visualize 'a city that is well known to you', populated with 'people well known to you, to represent for you, the people involved in the Passion'.​[49]​ The stories of Christ, with all their colour and seeming material tangibility in pseudo-Bonaventure are a means to an end– it matters not which understanding of Christ’s crucifixion is historically right, but merely which works best for the meditator in achieving an emotive or spiritually efficacious response. As the translator of the unique pseudo-Bonaventuran translation in Cambridge, Magdalene College, Pepys Library MS 2125 tells his reader, think on the second version of Christ’s crucifixion ‘if this be more stiryng than that other’.​[50]​ 
Readers and some translators of the MVC might have been less comfortable with the implications of variation in what they may have preferred to understand as an account of scriptural history rather than a devotional exercise. A number of English translations of pseudo-Bonaventure elide one or other of the two versions of the crucifixion, and it is interesting that one such text, the Middle English Meditationes de Passione Christi was interpolated into Love’s translation, occurring before (or even in place of) the meditations on the Passion in the Mirror, and was perhaps preferred to the Carthusian’s text by some early readers.​[51]​
The truth is, of course, it is problematic to interpret reading activity with any kind of certainty. This is ever the problem with recovering reception from manuscript evidence– despite the alluring tangibility of looking at a reader’s marks beside a text, interpreting the deeper lying significances of phrases drawn from the author’s prose and repeated in the margins, or a scrawled frustratingly ubiquitous ‘nota’, is methodologically problematic. Scholars wishing to describe reception find themselves in a position where they must map vestigial traces of reading activity onto structures transposed from sources outside of the book. More often than not, the reader leaves us little sign of her engagement with the text and even when passages have been marked, there is rarely any para-textual key provided by the reader to decode the significance of any such marked readings. The problem of describing readers’ engagement with books has already been celebrated in the poetic account of reading offered by Michel de Certeau in The Practice of Everyday Life:
Far from being writers– founders of their own place, heirs of the peasants of earlier ages now working on the soil of language, diggers of wells and builders of houses– readers are like travellers; they move across lands belonging to someone else, like nomads poaching their way across fields they did not write, despoiling the wealth of Egypt to enjoy it themselves. Writing accumulates, stocks up, resists time by the establishment of a place and multiplies its production through the expansionism of reproduction. Reading takes no measures against the erosion of time (one forgets oneself and one also forgets), it does not keep what it acquires, or it does so poorly […]​[52]​ 
In this oft-cited passage Certeau describes not just the fact that reading often leaves behind no signs that it has occurred, but also that readers are not necessarily likely to access or utilise a text according to predictable, authorized patterns. Following Certeau, it might be said that even a text that sets out to regulate the readers’ engagement with the text, supplying directives as to how it should be read, is likely to be used in innovative ways by its consumers. With reference to the privately owned codex there could be a capricious dialogism between reader and text through which improvisational and enigmatic readings and patterns of use will arise, with the reader appropriating the matter of the book into the service of her own ideologies, incorporating the text into well-established rhythms and customs of everyday life and belief, as opposed to acquiescently taking direction from the author. Certeau’s optimistic vision of readerly freedom thus has profound implications for our understanding of the ability of authors to control patterns of access and textual utility; as Michael Sheringham notes, ‘Certeau mounts a strong challenge to the portrayal of consumers as docile and manipulated subjects. His basic hypothesis is that consumption or use is in fact active and productive’.​[53]​ Certeau’s discussion helps us explain those patterns of annotations with mundane materialistic focus as found in Chetham MS 6690 and elsewhere, even as he signals the problematic nature of comprehending the rationale behind such textual encounters. And yet, Certeau potentially provides the corrective to his own liberal assessment of a socio-literary culture in which the reader is empowered and free, even as he establishes this premise. He observes that, ‘(t)he creativity of the reader grows as the institution that controls [the text] declines.’​[54]​ The corollary to Certeau’s statement is the inference that if the influence of ‘the institution’ remains pervasive, then the ability of the reader to innovate will be inhibited. As we consider some manuscripts of Love’s Mirror we will return to this issue.

Cleansing the Soul in John and Juliana Morton’s Devotional Miscellany
	Oxford, Bodleian Libray MS, Bodley 131 is a miscellaneous assembly of mostly devotional, and mostly English, texts, written in Yorkshire (and probably in the city of York) c. 1430-40 by its owner and copyist, John Morton.​[55]​ We can date and locate the book partly in reference to one of two letters of confraternity which were bound into the book after its last gathering, the first of which is from the prior provincial of the Austin friars in York, dated to 1438, naming John and his wife Juliana as confraters of the house. This document represents a formal agreement, whereby the confraters could, in exchange for money or land, expect a share of the spiritual benefit of the prayers of the house during their lives and the intercessionary gains thereafter.​[56]​ Another letter of confraternity for an Agnes Wyndhyll and her sons John and Robert dated to November 9, 1396, for the house of Carmelite friars in Scarborough, is also present in the Mortons’ book, hinting at some social or familial affinity that can no longer be divined. 
The Mortons were clearly a significant family in York, with links to the administration of the city, to its major ecclesiastical centres and to those magnates with massive landholdings in Yorkshire more generally.​[57]​ One John Morton that cannot be our scribe, but was perhaps a kinsman, was mayor of the city in 1418. He was also a key figure in the squirearchy that surrounded Ralph Neville, Earl of Westmorland and was at the heart of the circle who protected the legal interests of Neville’s wife Joan Beaufort after his death in 1425. He evidently shared a bibliophilic tie with the countess, as among the several volumes he bequeathed in his will, proved in 1434, he left her ‘unum librum de Anglico, vocatum Gower, pro remembrancia’ (an English book, in the name of Gower, for remembrance).​[58]​ There are some tantalising echoes of shared patterns of devotio-literary interest in the book made by Morton and some of the English productions we know that were in the household of Joan’s daughter Cecily Neville.​[59]​ These textual overlaps may hint at the development of devotional-literary tastes and pious praxis in the magnate household in the generation before Cecily, that both permeated the gentry network in its orbit and passed into succeeding generations in the Beaufort/Neville family. It is certainly the case that the dissemination of the Mirror among lay readerships was largely due to its availability in magnate households, and it would be no surprise if the text that was described as being read at the table of Cecily Neville in her household ordinances was genetically related to the version copied by Morton.
It has been argued that another bibliophilic transaction in the will refers to a man who shares the testator’s name, and that of the scribe of Bodley 131, John Morton.​[60]​ This is supposedly the testator’s brother, ‘Johanni fratri’, to whom he grants another book, a copy of, ‘Gestis Romanorum’. Intriguingly, given the production contexts of Bodley 131, the recipient of the book is described as the person who had originally penned it, ‘unum librum scriptum sua manu propria’ (a book written in his very own hand).​[61]​ However, this John is addressed in Raine’s edition of the will as ‘fratri sua’ (his brother), when it should, if it is the sibling of Morton, appear ‘fratri meo’ (my brother); it may thus be that ‘Johannis’ is the brother of the last person named in the will, William Alne, and not Morton.​[62]​ 
The making of this utilitarian book, constructed with huge gatherings of paper leaves (with parchment only used to provide the fortifying inner and outer bifolia), reveals a sense of economy that is comparatively uncommon in lay-owned copies of the Mirror from the first half of the fifteenth century, since the text largely circulated among members of the higher nobility before percolating down the social scale to gentry and bourgeois ownership contexts later in the century.​[63]​ The scribbled marginal note recording the number of quills used in the writing of Love’s Mirror, probably by Morton himself, ‘þra pen wrot bonaventur’, encapsulates an intimate and frugal mode of production in which the consumer-cum-producer is precisely aware of the material value invested in the book.​[64]​ The Mirror dominates the production, taking up the first 121 of the 147 folios in the book, with the folios to 140 forming a particularly cohesive unit.​[65]​ The items in this section are seemingly carefully selected to complement and add to the devotional programme outlined by the Carthusian of Mount Grace. In fact, the compiler of the volume has even incorporated a portion of the Latin text from which Nicholas Love translated, as the fifth item is an abridged version of the Meditationes de Passione Christi, a text that was itself originally excerpted from the MVC.​[66]​ The incipit in this case suggests that the archetype for Morton’s version had once been interpolated into a copy of the Legenda Aurea, from which it was subsequently extracted.​[67]​ The Meditationes de Passione Christi is divided into a series of meditations that allow for a focused and clearly structured devotional experience. The text maps the hours of the day in which Christ was arrested and crucified into devotions for the canonical hours. This, and a number of items that occur in the final leaves of the book, suggest that the compiler was Latinate; that he went to the trouble of copying essentially the same narrative in both Latin and English suggests that the compiler also recognized differing applications for the texts, perhaps appreciating some spiritual advantage in engaging in devotions in Latin. 
	In sourcing the extraordinarily exclusive items he installed in his volume, Morton brought together a number of texts that resonate specifically with the regulatory and penitential aspects of the Mirror. An English translation of William Flete’s Latin treatise De remediis contra temptaciones is copied immediately after Love’s text, augmenting the Mirror’s focus on self-examination.​[68]​ The text provides meticulous discussion of psychological temptations, ‘fals fantasies’,​[69]​ and promises to arm the reader with a heightened self-awareness of afflictions that might particularly burden the spiritually ambitious, ‘thoghtes of dispaire . blasphemy: &  dowtes or dreds: whilk er passions of þe saule’.​[70]​ The text is written with a profound sensitivity to discretio spirituum, whereby the individual may distinguish diabolically-inspired temptation even in ostensibly devout acts and feelings, with pride or self-doubt distorting spiritual acts, such as confession, fasting and prayer, into excessive and spiritually damaging devotio-behavioural patterns.​[71]​ Remedies Against Temptations also accentuates the theme that earthly suffering is necessary for the good of the soul, an issue that is recalled later in the book in a short unique English treatise invoking several biblical readings, wherein God chastises those that he loves through their experiencing afflictions in the world.​[72]​ Bodily sickness and the scorn and enmity of others are discussed in reference to their spiritual benefits. The text ends abruptly, immediately following a sentence glossing a reading from the first part of Apocalypse 3:19, ‘Ego quos amo arguo castigo’ (Such as I love, I rebuke and chastise). The sudden denouement without explicit or conclusion reveals that Morton was probably here copying from an imperfect exemplar. Below this item Morton has penned another unique text, although this time the act of writing seems somewhat extemporized- the scribe does not begin the item with one of the amateurish pen-work initials that announce all other items in this part of the book, and it seems likely that this very brief, seven-line gobbet of writing was what might be described as a ‘filler’ text– in this case, deployed within a blank space in an already complete book or gathering. The choice of text, however, is anything but arbitrary and sustains the volume’s focus on expiation of sin, advising on oral confession, and the need for contrition: ‘Tell þi syns with þi mouthe & be sore also’.​[73]​ In fact, Morton’s insertion of the item was probably a tellingly learned attempt to provide some sort of closure to the unfinished preceding item. The next part of the line quoted from the Apocalypse would have read, ‘aemulare ergo et paenitentiam age’ (be zealous therefore and do penance). The improvized insertion of text against the previous item thus echoes the ideological movement in the full reading from the biblical verse, which shifts perspective from divine chastisement to the need for self-purgation. These two texts are prefaced by yet another unique item in the book, which structures a ‘Form of Confession’ text against the basic tenets of pastoral instruction.​[74]​ Beginning, ‘I knaw me to god & to our lady saynt marie & to all þe blyssed compa felaghship of heuen and to þe my gostly fadir’, the Seven Deadly Sins, Seven Works of Mercy, the Five Wits (inward and outward), Ten Commandments, Seven Sacraments and Fourteen Points of Truth are all invoked as prompts for the confession of sin. A more intimate revelation of Morton’s pious concern with penitential cleansing is illustrated by a short phrase he scribbles twice on the verso side of a stub at the rear of the volume: ‘Amen quod noght…’ it begins, manifesting a posture of utter humility on the part of the scribe, and continues, ‘In mynd of my trespass I cry god marcy’; the scribe is doubtlessly recalling or excerpting from the ‘Form of Confession’ text here, in which reflection on each category of sin is terminated with the refrain, ‘I cry god marcy’.​[75]​ Although the item is unique, the text is almost certainly adapted from the ‘Form of Confession’ that occurs in York Minster Archive MS Add. 2, that celebrated York production from the first years of the fifteenth century, the ‘Bolton’ Book of Hours.​[76]​ This genetic link further establishes this book’s connections with the city of York, and implicates John and Juliana Morton as members of the mercantile elite in the city, perhaps in milieux associated with the Blackburn or Bolton families (who patronized and owned the Bolton Hours), and among those urban gentry living west of the Ouse in the North Street area, which Nicola McDonald argues had, ‘become a hub in the early fifteenth century for the ambitious householders who formed the city’s new social and political elite’.​[77]​ 
The other two items contained in this section of the book are short pieces that may have had a circulation that was largely limited to the professional religious, and perhaps especially among female devout. In the first of these paired items, which immediately follow the Remedy Against Temptations, ‘[a] sely saule’ asks God for ‘clennes of saule’. The text is translated from the Documento of Catherine of Siena, and occurs elsewhere with the Mirror in a book discussed briefly above, Chetham Library MS 6690.​[78]​ Catherine is not mentioned by name in the item here, although God does directly address a female ‘saule’ throughout, advising her in absolute humble submission to the will of God, in keeping God in the focus of the eye of the soul, and experiencing God in all worldly labours. Akin to some of the other items already discussed, worldly suffering, particularly through the agency of other people, is invoked as profitable to the soul, ‘I do nothing no suffir nothing to be done to þe : but for þi gude : & if þu tak hede of þis maner : þu sal noȝt be heuy : þou sall noȝt be wroth bot rather haldyn to hym þat dos þe wrong’.​[79]​ The second item in this pairing is an excerpt translated from St Bridget’s Revelaciones that provides twelve points ‘þe whilk crist taght bryde his spouse’.​[80]​ This item directs the reader in rejection of the world– of pride, of bodily and material pleasure, as Christ advises Bridget to ‘fle þe Ioye & þe lightnes of þis werld’. Instead the recipient of Christ’s advice is to embrace a life of ‘discrete’ fasting, good works, and obedience to God’s will. Bridget is also to engage in contemplation both of Christ’s Passion and on the reasons for his sacrifice, forms of meditation, which are, respectively, to stir ‘charite’ to God and to inspire dread of Judgement Day. English translations of this excerpted text occur in only three other manuscripts, with another version copied in British Library MS Arundel 197 and the remarkable British Library MS Additional 37790,​[81]​ a codex filled with advanced and rare contemplative tracts, including the short text of Julian of Norwich’s Showings and MN’s translation of Margeurite Porete’s Mirror for Simple Souls. Comparison with the ‘Twelve points’ in BL Add. 37790 and Arundel 197 further suggests that innovatory and learned compilation methods informed the construction of Morton’s book. In the British Library Additional version Christ’s enumeration of the twelve points is framed by a short preface– a passage that parallels, almost exactly, those themes that are raised within ‘clenes of saule’ in Bodley 131. In the preface Christ advises Bridget to ‘be meke in spirite and kepe the lawe in alle thy werkys’, before telling her to suffer the enmity of others, informing her of the spiritual benefits that will accrue through such afflictions: 
Luf alle in me and them that hate the and detracte the & scorn the or any oþer yuell de to the […] for trewly they gyvene to the grete occasion to hafe a hye rewarde in the blysse that is endles.
It seems improbable that the close thematic correspondence is coincidental– Morton, or perhaps the person who compiled his exemplar for this part of the book, has apparently removed the preface to the ‘Twelve points’ and used the ‘clenes of saule’ text to provide a fuller treatment of precisely the same issues. The pulling together of this pairing of texts in Bodley 131 might only have occurred in respect of a widely read compiler, with access, it would seem, to a large number of devotional texts, from which he has selected items with issues that would naturally interweave with each other when placed in proximity within a bound volume.​[82]​ The thematic coherence of the items in the opening 140 leaves of the book is extraordinarily tight, with so many interlocking discussions of issues of benefit to the spiritually ambitious, that this might only be understood as a compilation that was facilitated by someone well versed in vernacular theologies pertaining to advanced lay spirituality, and with the confidence to stitch texts together according to themes he has deemed particularly significant.​[83]​ The threads of those themes that resonate together in these ancillary texts always have their analogues in the Mirror, and for a reader of this codex it might even appear that they have their roots in the long text, with the shorter items fleshing out key ideas raised in Love’s extended treatise. Morton’s whole book, akin to Love’s text, is overwhelmingly attuned to issues of penitence, to self-analysis, self-regulation and the purgation of sin. The focus on the enmity of other people having a positive spiritual impact is a particularly important theme in the shorter items in the book, and it is a perspective that also features in the Mirror.​[84]​ It is in the intensification of Love's discussion of such issues in the latter part of the book that we perhaps gain a sense of how the compiler has accented the theology of the Mirror with religious discourses that may have particular currency in his more immediate socio-religious community.
	The subtlety and complexity of the book written by Morton doubtless reveal a socio-literary culture involving traffic between professional-religious spiritual guides and members of York’s spiritually ambitious mercantile elite. Lay aspirations for forms of piety imitating those of the professional religious are being steered here not only by the transmission of texts, but by expert readers and perhaps adapters/composers of religious literature that might impart the sort of specialized knowledge needed to appreciate the fine grain of these vernacular theologies. Morton’s compilation suggests religious advice or perhaps even what might better be called ‘training’. Indeed, we may be reminded in a book like this of the manner in which Margery Kempe is exposed by various clerical figures not only to religious literature, but something of the theology underwriting those texts. In fact, this book carries interesting echoes of the theologies that sponsor Margery’s own project, and it is interesting to speculate that Morton and his wife Juliana may be precisely the sort of people who offered hospitality to Kempe in her visits to York. 
	The relationship between the Mortons and the house of Austin friars in the city might also be significant in terms of the compiler’s religio-literary knowledge, or even that a Thomas Morton​[85]​, perhaps a relation, was a canon of York Minster in the 1430s-40s, but in truth there are myriad possibilities for how spiritually ambitious lay-people might establish religious bibliophilic relations that resulted in the transmission not only of books, but of the skills necessary for synthesising collections of religious texts. Although Love may well have approved of the use of his text as part of the Bodley 131 vernacular reading programme, it is thus clear that in this book his text is being co-opted into a devotional regimen that takes direction from outside of the Carthusian’s writing– his didacticism inevitably harmonises with the idiosyncratic structures of belief and praxis in the Morton household and milieux; the Mirror is absorbed into, rather than is authoritatively conducting, the devotional lives of these users.
Marking the Mirror: Annotations in Two Books
	Bodley 131 retains further evidence for how the Mirror could be understood by its readers. There are around sixty penned annotation marks that perhaps pertain to the Mortons’ period of ownership, or possibly to other contemporary and later readers of the book. There are clear patterns in the annotations that signal something of the utilities Love’s readers perceived for his text. The annotation in the codex is for the most part focused within the Mirror, and three distinct types of marks have been used to identify interesting readings; penning a simple cross, a ‘nota’ /‘nota bene’, or drawing a marginal maniculum to point out an important reading. Of course, in terms of revealing the practices the book sponsored, and particularly in respect of meditative activity, annotation is unlikely to reveal much– after all, it seems unlikely that devout contemplation would occur with a pen gripped in the meditator’s hand. Nevertheless, there are some signs of interest at moments when Love narrates graphic affective descriptions, such as it being possible to count all of Christ’s bones as the blood gushes from his crucified body when the cross falls into the mortice,​[86]​ or Mary’s touching plea that God return her son to her on the third day.​[87]​ Such moments of affective detail, however, are relatively rarely marked for interest. Much more commonly annotated are Love’s polemical defences of sacramental orthodoxy, those tense and often tersely worded passages of theologico-political and doctrinal significance within the Mirror. Given the penitential focus of this book in toto, it is unsurprising that Love’s argument for the necessity of penance even when the penitent is fully contrite has been marked.​[88]​ Love’s arguments against the belief that contrition was the only significant element of the penitential process is at this point an occasion in which the author is not only singling out Lollardy as exemplifying opposition to the will of Holy Church​[89]​, but the slightly earlier ‘nota’ highlighting the necessity of ‘shrifte of mouthe’ is an occasion in which Love is forcefully addressing the ‘fals opinion of lollards’.​[90]​ A number of other annotated passages are concerned with considering and confuting Wycliffite beliefs. The passage in which Love undercuts Wycliffite advice that the laity should withhold the tithe from corrupt priests is noticed by the annotator, who supplies a ‘nota bene’ near a point where many manuscripts have the possibly authorial, ‘Nota contra lollardos’.​[91]​ There are also several annotations relating to the sacrament of the altar in the codex. Not only has the seminal Eucharistic moment of the Last Supper been marked with a nota by the annotator, a slip of parchment has been trimmed from the edge of the leaf, which has been folded and hooked through two small slits beside the text to form a tag, a form of marking that occurs nowhere else in the book. The tag is precisely adjacent to Christ’s rubricated words as he offers his body and blood to the disciples, ‘Tak & etes for sothly þis es my body : þat shall be taken & gifen for ȝow […]’.​[92]​ On the other side of the same leaf, a maniculum points out the strictly orthodox interpretation of the Eucharistic host, ‘wt outen any doute he þat we resayue in þe sacrament of þe awter : es he þt self gods son Ihc : þat tok flesshe & blode […]’. ​[93]​ One leaf further on, a cross is penned beside Love’s statement that the ‘trew teching’ on the sacrament of the altar has been upheld for many hundreds of years, ‘& of so many holy men’.​[94]​ The focus by annotators on Love’s self-consciously orthodox defence of sacramental theology once again suggests the book’s proximity to the discourses of clerical culture, and to readers inculcated in the threats to the operations of Holy church, whether by means of pulpit sermonizing, or by multiple media. It is probably not the case that Love is teaching his readers the lines of orthodoxy and heterodoxy on these matters, but instead more likely that they place their marks beside positions that they have already become familiar with, and that thus resonate with beliefs, values and positions the annotators have learned by other means.
	The pattern of highlighting Love’s theologico-political didacticism, however, is clearly less significant than the marking of another type of passage from the Mirror. Most commonly highlighted by the annotators of Bodley 131 are sections of text dealing with humility, meekness, and addressing the exemplary poverty and anti-worldliness of the Holy family. A number of these discussions culminate in the suggested imitatio of the reader. The marking of such issues is common in annotated copies of the Mirror, and was clearly hugely significant to one reader of Love’s text, who has provided a series of marks on Manchester, John Rylands Library MS 98 that inevitably parallel some of those in the Bodley manuscript. I say inevitably, because almost all of the more than fifty passages marked by this reader suggest a mind concerned with the tension between the piety of the wealthy spiritually ambitious, who necessarily manifest their status through materiality, and the abject poverty and rejection of the material world that underpinned the lives of Jesus and Mary. Adding to our sense of this tension is the fact that Rylands 98 is a beautiful, richly made manuscript representing the high-end and presumably most expensive standards of English bookmaking. It was produced in the metropolis, probably in the 1420s, and penned in a very high quality calligraphic script by the so-called Selden scribe, a copyist whose hand is more generally found in copies of the long works of Hoccleve and Lydgate, and who has been so named because of his writing Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Selden Supra 53 (containing Hoccleve’s Regiment and Series with Lydgate’s Danse Macabre).​[95]​ The book is ornamented with exquisite border decorations at its major divisions although some have since been removed. Lacking its opening folio, where the book may well have opened with a border decoration including armorials, we have no means of tracing its earliest provenance, but it was almost certainly made for an owner of noble or even magnate rank. The book would come by the close of the century into the possession of the Roberts of Wilsden in Suffolk, a well-to-do gentry family, who left records of familial births and deaths at the rear of the volume.​[96]​ Unfortunately it is difficult to be sure if the evidence of reading activity in the book accords with either of these phases in its ownership. Nonetheless, the annotator’s engagement with the text remains useful in determining more general models for how the Mirror may have been used, and whether these reading activities are in keeping with the structures Nicholas Love embedded within his text, and the devotional utilities to which he imagined his work would and should be put. 
The annotator of the Rylands manuscript may have been a woman, or at least, a number of the passages marked by the reader pertain in particular to devotional tropes and issues generally associated with female religiosity, and thus if they were not marked by a woman, they were perhaps made with a female reader or coterie in mind. The annotator marks the dozens of passages which caught her attention with a small lozenge atop a vertical line parallel to the useful text, and on a few occasions adds ‘nota’ in the margin. The annotations have fossilized only a partial engagement with the Mirror, as the pen-marks are discontinued near the end of the Wednesday section, just less than half way through the text, and well before Friday’s climactic Passion. Whatever the reasons for this incompleteness, the surviving marks still allow us to trace patterns in this person’s reading of Love’s text. The first passage marked might be seen as encompassing the thrust of the individualized moral schema that will be progressively outlined in the next fifty-two leaves as the reader creates her own paratext of significant passages that accretes within Love’s book with every stroke of her pen. In the prologue, where St Cecilia’s inner meditation on the Life of Christ is discussed as exemplary, the reader marks that such a form of piety will bring the devotee to a state where he or she will adopt a ‘perfite despysing of þe worlde, [living] in pacience, suffryng of aduersitees, & in encrese & getyng of vertues’.​[97]​ Just beneath the reader marks that ‘[Cecilia] fillede so fully her herte of þe life of crist, þat vanytees of the worlde miȝt not entre into her’.​[98]​ The overwhelming majority of the passages subsequently marked by the annotator, which range in length from several lines to several sides of text continue to be consistently tied to the themes of humilitas and the related ideals of anti-worldliness. A characteristic example occurs beside Love’s discussion of the poverty of the Holy family in chapter 6, where the annotator has penned a lozenge with tail, and then (in the same pale brown ink) added a nota adjacent to Christ’s rubricated words, ‘Wo to ȝow rich men þat hauen ȝour confort here’.​[99]​ Love, of course, does not actually expect his well-heeled audiences to dispense with all their worldly goods in imitation of the Holy family, but, as he indicates in a discussion he introduced to his source in the chapter on the Sermon on the Mount, they should embrace the ideal of being ‘pore in spirite’.​[100]​ The annotator here marks Love’s comments on the Beatitudes, and specifically on the implications of ‘poverty of spirit’ as against material poverty. In the Mirror despising the world and having ‘litel of þe spirite of pride’ is more significant than being ‘cleped pore worldly þat haþ litel of worldly gudes’, and this was a theme that must have been especially significant to the wealthy spiritually ambitious.​[101]​
There are a number of passages marked by the annotator of the Rylands book that may reveal a female reader exploring the via mixta, or who was perhaps preparing for withdrawal from the world. A number of marked passages refer to advice on isolating oneself, such as the advice to 'go in to solitary place, & in als miche as þou maist, sauyng þin astate, fle þe cumpanye of fleshly men’.​[102]​ The reader also highlights the passage describing Mary before the Annunciation, where Love invokes her as exemplary, ‘take ensaumple of Marie, first to loue solitary praiere & departyng fro men þat þou mowe be worþi angeles presence, & forþermore, lore of wisdome to here or þou speke, & fort kepe silence & loue litel spech, for þat is a ful gret & profitable vertue'.​[103]​ The Chapter ‘Of the manere of lyuyng of þe blessede virgine Marie’, a section of text that explains Mary’s manner of devotional life before her marriage to Joseph, is almost entirely marked. This chapter from the MVC, which circulated separately in another Middle English Translation under the title ‘The Short Rule of the Life of Our Lady’, offered a model for feminine pious life, whether conventual or lay, and set out simple, highly conservative rules grounded entirely in the ideals of meekness and obedience.  Another section almost entirely marked by the annotator is, ‘Of the conuersion of Mary Magdelyn’–  the pointed interest in Magdalene’s conversion from worldly woman to paragon of contemplative piety has obvious exemplary applications. A stroke has highlighted Love’s observation after Magdalene’s drying of Christ’s feet, that the hair once used for ‘pride & vanite’ was now used in ‘mekenes & deuocion’, a passage that at once recalls brands of sin typically associated with women, and Magdalene’s potent repurposing of a material symbol of feminine pride into something used in the service of God. Another nota in this chapter reveals the subtlety with which the reader engaged with the Mirror– as Love ruminates on the Pharisee whom Christ upbraided for not honouring him as Mary Magdalene had done, the reader highlights the phrase ‘we haue example & techyng what tyme we bene tempted to iustifying of oure self and reproue of oþer’.​[104]​ This is a warning against pride among the spiritually ambitious, a variety of vanity that is regularly discussed in works directed to female religious and the spiritually ambitious in general, and is a major theme in texts such The Chastising of God’s Children and Walter Hilton’s Epistle on the Mixed Life.  The annotator’s recognition of this rather specialized sin (here and elsewhere in the book) perhaps indicates someone familiar with other literary discussions of the danger of spiritual pride. 
The annotations in Rylands 98 amount to a relentless excavation of Love’s discussions of humility and the processes of extrication from worldliness, possibly revealing the perspective of a devout lay woman. One of the very few readings highlighted by the annotator which diverges from the kinds of passage normally marked, perhaps gives us a tantalising hint that it was a lay woman who has marked the text. Unlike the annotators of Bodley 131 this reader has shown little concern with Love’s anti-heretical statements, so the fact that the one occasion in which this happens concerns an issue of special significance to mothers is surely telling. In an era of extraordinarily high childhood mortality, the question of what happens to those children who die before being confirmed in the faith was not a matter for remote academic speculation, but one likely to have been keenly felt among ordinary people. She marks:
And so it falleþ now alday, þat childrene baptizede & aftur dede before þe ȝeres of discrecion.' bene sauede in þe feiþ of hir godfadres þorh þe merite of criste. And þis is opunly aȝeynus sume heritikes þat holden þe contrarie opynion.​[105]​
There are limits, of course, to what we can know about this reader and how she used the text from the marks left in Rylands 98–  we cannot know whether the annotator meditated upon the text according to the days of the week as prescribed by Love, although we can be relatively certain, owing to the concentration of the marks in the opening fifty-two folios, that this evidences an example of progressive reading (or readings) through Love's text from the opening page onwards–  the book is probably not being read against the feasts of the liturgical calendar. Our understanding of this person’s engagement with the text is limited to the occasions on which the reader happened to have a pen in her hand. The fact that the ink used is exactly the same faded brown hue throughout, and that the entire book was not annotated, may reveal that the process occurred within a relatively short space of time– a few days, or weeks perhaps. We cannot know if our reader was merely interested in Love's anti-worldly didacticism, and advice for the spiritually ambitious, or whether she also used the text as a prompt for meditation– although she has marked Love's theoretical exposition of meditatio, where the reader is to make her soul present at the scenes narrated,​[106]​ the annotations give no further sense of meditative activity and no affective scenes are marked for interest. Reading the text with a pen in hand may have engendered a less meditative approach to the book, with the the annotator marking passages as a way of highlighting issues of particular relevance that might be returned to in subsequent readings, rather than immersing themselves in the narrative, and disengaging from the page and withdrawing to conjure images within the mind’s eye. We must also cautiously remember that even in respect of this one reader the evidence is vestigial, and cannot tell us the full story of her use of the book, except on those few days where a pen and ink fossilized her interests as she passed through Love's text. 
Akin to Bodley 131 the annotation in the Rylands manuscript reveals the priorities of a reader who is seemingly incorporating Love's text into a devotional life that has been pre-shaped in a time before their access to the Mirror. These are the sorts of readers that the finally pragmatic Nicholas Love advised to 'take þe partes þerof as it semeþ moste confortable & stirynge to [their] deuocion', at a point when he recognized his hebdomadal reading programme was unlikely to be implemented by lay readerships. And yet we should be careful in seeing these examples as proof positive of Certeau's 'poaching' and free readers– or at least, the optimism of Certeau's account needs to be tempered. With these cases in mind, it is tempting to agree with Certeau's account of the productive rather than passive nature of reading– these are evidently not docile recipients of Love's ideologies. The fact remains however, that even in their ability to recognise matters of particular theological or devotional significance within the Mirror, or in their co-opting of threads or segments from Love's text into their own religious practices, such appropriations are clearly subject to the influence of an 'institution'. That institution may not be the Carthusian prior Nicholas Love and Mount Grace, or even the author's construction of institutional orthodoxy through his invocation of Holy Church, but nevertheless these annotations suggest readers who have absorbed cognate ideologies to those espoused by Love from other, perhaps myriad other 'institutional' influences– through spiritual directors, confessors, priests, guilds, and no doubt, through customary religious practices within the lay household itself. This is not to say that a lay reader might not also have a 'productive' as opposed to docile relationship with the institutions that will inevitably frame their reading of the text. By this I mean, that Certeau's understanding of the appropriating reader of authorial texts might be equally true of a person taking (or leaving) didactic instruction through media beyond the devotional book. Nevertheless, when readerly productivity (often manifested in annotation at points when a theology or devotional practice resonates with the pastoral knowledge accumulated by a reader) is the result of the influence of institutional ideologies that ostensibly have the same theological and cultural roots as those being elucidated by the author, then we may wonder just how free these readers are. Once committed to a life of spiritual ambition, of a life imitating the regimens of the professional religious, it might be argued that the reader has already imported structures into her psyche that will invariably inhibit  or channel creativity along predictable lines. The 'institution' (which in this case might be interchangeable with the concept of the quasi-monastic rules being observed within some lay households) that Certeau warned might hamper creativity has, in effect, been constructed by the spiritually ambitious reader and interwoven into his or her manner of living. The very productivity of such a reader is thus involved in forming a structure very much like that which Love would have ideally imposed on her, though through a much more complex means than that imagined by the author. To access Love's Mirror within an actual religious house, a scenario I will discuss in the final section of this essay, where one might have no input into the formation of those structures that inform reception, one might ask if there is any room for creativity at all.
‘Some sprytuall matter of gostly edyfycacion’: Reading and Hearing the Mirror in Syon Abbey
Even as its Rule stipulated 'an unlimited supply' of books should be made available for the sisters to read as part of their devotions, the Bridgettine house at Syon was an institution concomitantly concerned to make sure that its occupants were reading appropriately.​[107]​ Many signs of this concern are evident in The Myroure of Oure Ladye, a text which provides a translation and explanation of Syon's breviary with 'a treatise on the nuns' devotional practices', probably originally composed and circulated in the Abbey in the second quarter of the fifteenth century.​[108]​ In the Myroure the sisters of Syon are advised on what varieties of book should be used to answer particular spiritual problems, and the manner in which those texts should be read. The author demonstrates an anxiety that reading might be undertaken without due care, resulting in misunderstanding, warning the sisters, 'moche holy redynge is ofte lost for lacke of dylygence. that yt is not entended as yt oughte to be'.​[109]​ The author provides advice on correctly matching reading matter to spiritual need, and in this we might perceive utilities for the copies of Love's Mirror that ended up in Syon.​[110]​ Indeed, the scope of the Mirror means it might have been fitted to several of the purposes imagined for religious literature– perhaps it was deemed useful as a book 'made to enforme the vnderstondynge. & to tel how spiritual persones oughte to be gouerned...how they shulde laboure in clensynge of theyr conscyence';​[111]​ or it might have been read as a book, 'made to quyken. & to sturre up the affeccyons of the soule'.​[112]​ The sisters of Syon and those who had a hand in directing their reading activities, the Prioress and Chauntress, the canons, the Carthusian brethren from Sheen who established networks of book exchange with the incumbents, all might have perceived a variety of uses for the book, and directed the sisters in its use.​[113]​ 
	Longleat House MS 14, a codex that is contemporary with the composition of the Myroure of Oure Ladye in the second quarter of the fifteenth century, is an especially interesting copy of the Mirror because it provides a further layering of reading instructions beyond those provided by Nicholas Love–  this is a book that holds very clear traces of its long-passed utilities, the practices it once sponsored. Rather than evidencing the book's private use among the sisters, here the text has been woven into a tightly organized framework of communal reading, as the volume has apparently been pressed into service of the highly regimented cyclical routines entwined with those of the divine service in Syon. The liturgical utilities for the book are immediately hinted at by an item preceding the Mirror, a sermon attributed to St Augustine for Christmas day that might have been read to the nuns as part of the devotions on that day, perhaps by the legister in the refectory, whose readings where assigned by either the Chauntress or Prioress.​[114]​ Following the sermon, and facing the index to the Mirror, is a programme of Chapter readings from Love’s text, to be performed during the Lenten period:
Theese chapytours of Bonauentur de uita xpi ar to be redde in the tyme of lent at the collacyon.
0.		ffyrst of the fastyng of our lorde Ihu and temptacions in desert , the xv chapiter which chapiter is to be redde the fyrst sonday of lent
0.		Also in the same weke of the sekeman helyd at water in Ierusalem callyd probatica piscina , the xxxi chapitur – redde in the chyrch of fryday
0.		Also in the same weke of Saturday is redde of the transfyguracion of our lorde Ihesu in the hill which is the xxx chapitur /
0.		Also of weddynsday in the third wooke of lent the xxviii chapitur
0.		Also of fryday the same weke the xxiii chapitur of the spekyng of Ihc wt the woman Samaritan
0.		Also of Midlent sonday the xxv chapitur
0.		Also of monday the same wooke the xxxii chapitur
0.		Also of fryday the same weke the xxxiii chapitur
0.		Also of fryday in passyone wooke the xxxv chapitur
0.		Also of palm sonday the xxxvii chapitur
0.		Also of monday the same wooke the xxxvi chapitur
0.		Also of Shire thursday rede the xxxix chapitur
0.		And of other days in the same weke as Twysday , weddynsday , goode fryday, reede , the xl. xli , xlii , xliii , xliiii as ye haue tyme aftyr your discrecyon
0.	
0.	
This carefully structured programme in which the allocated chapter chimes with the significance of that day in the liturgical calendar, indicates that the book probably belonged to a religious institution, and because the names ‘Jhesus, Maria, Birgitta, and Elyzabeth’ heads the table of instructions, it almost certainly pertained to Syon.​[115]​ The mention of the 'collacyon' is particularly significant in helping us situate the text in Syon, and furthermore, locate it as part of the sisters' regimen of devotional reading. The term, often used in monastic contexts to indicate the light meal taken during a fast period, had another particular meaning in Syon, where it referred, according to the author of the Myroure of Oure Ladye, to a reading of 'some sprytuall matter of gostly edyfycacion. to helpe to gather to gyther the scaterynges of the mynde. from all oute warde thynges'.​[116]​ The collation was read in the Chapter house every evening before the service at compline, and according to the author of the Myroure, only a specific variety of book would do: 'alle maner of bokes oughte not to be redde at that tyme. but onely the bokes that ar inwardely sprytuall. and easy to vnderstande that all sowlles may be fed therwyth and holpen thereby'.​[117]​ Like the readings assigned to the legister in the refectory, the reading for the collation would have been chosen by the Prioress and/or Chauntress, and there can be little doubt that the programme in Longleat 14 was designed and perhaps even written by one of these senior nuns. 
	The instructions prescribe a series of liturgically appropriate passages– as instances, chapter 37, ‘How Jesus came into Jerusalem on Palm sonday’ occurs on Palm Sunday, the reading for ‘Shire’ or Maunday Thursday is chapter 39, ‘Of þat worthy sopere þat oure lorde made þe night before þe passion’. The readings will reach their inevitable culmination in the final week of Lent, where Love’s treatment of Christ’s suffering and death reaches its natural crescendo with the account of the Crucifixion on Good Friday. 
	There are vestiges of an apparatus in Longleat 14 designed to ensure the legister could not deviate from the programme established by the Prioress and Chauntress. On fol. 82r, immediately above the heading to chapter 23, a slip inserted into the binding announces 'this is the thrydde weke of lent on fryday', thus corresponding with the Lenten programme. It is probable that the entire series of readings announced at the beginning of the book was once tagged in this way. In fact, there are signs that the book may have served multiple reading programmes. A slip, exactly like those relating to the Lenten reading programme provides direction at the beginning of the chapter 9, on the purification of Mary. The feast of the purification was one of four special Marian days in the Syon calendar along with the Conception, Nativity and Assumption, and it is possible that significant readings from the Mirror (for the collation or during the meals in the refectory) were once assigned to all these feasts, but the slips recording the instructions to the legister have perhaps since disappeared, along with most of the Lenten reading apparatus. Interestingly, at the beginning of the chapter on the purification the legister is given instructions that she may not yet read this chapter: 'When ȝe come here torneþ to the xiiii chapitre. And þen torneþ aftir to the xvii chaptire. And þen to þe purificacone'. The instruction to turn first to chapter 14, in which Christ is baptized by John the Baptist, is likely to have occurred to the designer of the instructions because the 'chapiter' for Evensong, Matins and Terce in the special liturgy for the purification in Syon reflected upon both Christ and John the Baptist.​[118]​ The circuitous path for reading has been attuned to patterns in the divine service. The reading of the seventeenth chapter from 'bonaventur' possibly has less of a specific festal rationale, but in Love's treatment of the wedding bridal in which Jesus turns the water into wine there was a much more generally applicable moral for the Syon sisterhood, as here Christ confirms the inherent superiority of the religious life over a life of marriage, 'he shewev vs þat matrimoyn & fleshly weddyng is leueful [...] Bot in þat he cleped John þerfro .' he doþe vs to vndurstonde, þat gostly matrimoyn is miche more perfite & worþi'.​[119]​ It may even be that a more arbitrary connection between the liturgy for the feast of the Purification and the chapter from the Mirror suggested this chapter, as the reading for Sext, is an exegesis of Ecclesiasticus 24:23, in which Christ is compared to a vine.​[120]​
	One further such direction occurs in the book requesting the reader follow her reading of Christ’s flight from the Jews when they wished to make him their king, to turning to the flight into Egypt, 'after þis þe fleying into egypte'.​[121]​ Here the pairing of these chapters may have suggested itself to the Prioress or Chauntress due to a thematic correlation discerned in the Mirror, as each chapter not only involves Christ fleeing, but in each Love explores the paradox that Christ was simultaneously worshipped in life yet beset by adversity. Of course, the poignant irony that Christ is fleeing those who would have literally fulfilled the prophecy that caused Herod to slaughter the innocents and drive the Holy family into exile may also have suggested the reading.
	There are reasons to suspect that the book was either manufactured within Syon or with the input of the Syon brethren or sisters. The running headers, which typically in this manuscript, signal the hebdomadal division and number (e.g., Die Martis, Pars ii), occasionally announce instead an issue likely to have been of interest to the Syon community, such as Love's treatment of the active and contemplative life, headed 'Of actyf lyf & contemplatyf', or his discussion of Christ's perfect poverty, headed 'De paupertate perfecta christi et aliorum'.​[122]​ Such changes reveal that the book was probably made for or within Syon. There are further signs in the book of other utilities that hint at opportunities for more private applications for the book. Certainly, the codex has contemporary markings such as maniculae and notae that testify to non-communal readings in the Abbey. A number of these markings may be found in relation to Love's anti-Lollard polemic. It is possible that these markings occurred as the text was vetted for use in the house, and indeed, there is evidence that Love's text was examined, perhaps by the canons, though, just as feasibly, by high-ranking members of the female side of the house. Two passages concerning Mary have been inspected, and found wanting. The first instance occurs on fol. 27r, where the detail that Joseph averts his eyes from Mary due to his suspicion of adultery, is excised from the leaf (with ‘va’ and ‘cat’ sandwiching the text) and a line through the offending lines, 'made her heuy chier and turned away his eyen .' oft siþes from here'.​[123]​ The next vacat (omit) instruction occurs on fol. 31r beside text that has been enclosed by a line that demarcates the passage to be ignored by the reader. On this occasion the text seemingly innocuously mentions that Joseph made a cushion for Mary and a support for her arms from the ass's saddle after she had given birth.​[124]​ In each occasion it seems likely that the excision is the result of some attempt to standardize details relating to the life of Mary in Syon, and that alternative narratives were here preferred.​[125]​ Whatever, this act of censorship leaves us in no doubt as to the lack of power enjoyed by an authorial text in Syon. Here the text is absolutely subject to the authority of figures within the house. Indeed, on looking at a book like Longleat 14 we might wonder at Ann Hutchinson's assessment of the 'liberality' of reading circumstances in Syon, despite the fact that the sisters had access to a supply of books that may have been unmatched in any other house of female religious in England.​[126]​ In terms of the Longleat copy of the Mirror we gain a sense of Love's text utterly in the service of the liturgical and ideological prescriptions of a religious household. Even if this book was released for private consumption within the house, the directions within the book, and the anxieties expressed in the Myroure of Oure Ladye about the potential for misreading by the Syon incumbents, suggest that innovative use of Love's text or reading without close guidance might have been rare. Here in Syon, the Mirror of the Blessed Life of Jesus Christ may have always remained essentially a para-liturgical text.
Conclusion
The Longleat copy of the Mirror reminds us of what must have been a particularly common manner of accessing Love's text, that is, communally, and as such indicates the temerity of the author's original hopes for his text as providing a devotional regimen for his audiences. In the case of communal contexts for reading, the lector (and by this I mean the person vocalizing writing for listeners, in secular or religious contexts) or the person/institutional authority responsible for choosing readings for the lector, will necessarily deploy Love’s text selectively– the entire text cannot be read at once, and it is improbable that even a daily reading from the hebdomadal structure would ever be performed in one instance. The power to excerpt from the Mirror allows Love’s text to be framed according to local custom– the extract as was the case in Syon is unlikely to be chosen spontaneously, or randomly; the chapter will be chosen in most cases for its fit to the liturgical cycle (as discussed above, a mode of reading Love foresees), but perhaps in other contexts, against a variety of specific frames of reference that the occasion holds among the reading/hearing communities (an idiosyncratic liturgy, a birth, a death, the occasion of a marriage or the taking of vows, and any manner of both improvised and traditional customs among a community). Read in such a way, such gobbets from Love’s text become occasional pieces, with the institution influencing the reception of the reading, through the fitting of the excerpted chapter to the situation. The text is further framed by its approval by a local authority figure– the reading is authorised by the Lord or Lady of a household, an Abbess, Prior, or whomever, and might become for the assembled listeners, an articulation of locally approved beliefs and practices. The text in such contexts thus serves or augments pre-existing patterns of religious belief, rather than making some sort of intervention by the author into devotional practices, that is, prescribing new modes of piety within a household. The audience, so often listening rather than intoning or looking at Love's words, necessarily occupy a passive somatic role during the performance of Love's text, with the lector momentarily perhaps, the voice of Love (or to his audience, Bonaventure). This is not to say their own hermeneutic agency is entirely circumvented by such a mode of reception; the listeners might still engage with the lector’s performance, appropriate the heard text into individual patterns of pious belief and devotional practice. In Cecily Neville's household, the reading that accompanied dinner became the subject for discussion at supper. Indeed, 'the Duchess repeated to those around her the spiritual reading she had heard' earlier in the day, taking possession of it and (to use Certeau’s phrase), becoming the text’s ‘actor’.​[127]​
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